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ABSTRACT: OROMBELLI G., Holocene mountain glacier fluctuations: a
global overview. (IT ISSN 0391-9838, 2011).

Since one century mountain Holocene glacier fluctuations are con-
sidered as proxies of climate changes. Starting from the Alps, studies in
all the mountain regions from poles to the equator revealed a multitude
of high-frequency glacier fluctuations, mainly related to local-regional cli-
mate variability. On the long trend at the millennial scale, a more coher-
ent pattern of glacier advance/retreat phases is emerging, if not world-
wide at least at the hemispheric level.

In the northern hemisphere mountain glaciers at the beginning of the
Holocene were still retreating from Late Glacial positions, but 10 thou-
sand years ago they were already reduced to the present size. From 10 to
5-6 thousand years ago mountain glaciers of the northern hemisphere
were mainly reduced to their minimum size, and locally they even entire-
ly disappear.

During the last 5-6 millennia mountain glaciers re-expanded, record-
ing several phases of advances, more and more extended and long-last-
ing, collectively referred to as Neoglaciation. During the last of these
phases, known as Little Ice Age (XIV-XIX centuries), mountain glaciers
of the northern hemisphere generally reached their maximum extent. As
in the previous neoglacial phases, the Little Ice Age consisted of several
advances, not exactly comparable (in time and extent) in the different
mountain areas.

In the southern hemisphere the knowledge is more scanty, with sig-
nificant differences in humid and in dry areas. Largest advances occurred
during the early-mid Holocene, while the Little Ice Age moraines are
ubiquitous but often not the more external.

During the last century mountain glaciers are retreating all over the
world (with some exceptions) at a rate accelerating in the last decades. A
few small glaciers are presently reduced to pre-neoglacial size, while larg-

er glaciers, due to decades-long response time, are not yet in equilibrium
with present climate conditions.
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MOUNTAIN GLACIERS AND CLIMATE CHANGE

Mountain glaciers, being largely composed of ice at the
melting point, are highly sensitive to climate changes, re-
sponding with mass and size variations and changes of flow
dynamics. This is particularly true for the temperate glaci-
ers of the humid regions such as the Alps, characterized by
a high turnover (high snow accumulation and intense sum-
mer melting) and consequently by a relatively fast flow.
The small temperate mountain glaciers (e.g. the cirque
glaciers) respond almost immediately, feeling the effects
even of the annual variability. The medium size valley glac-
iers respond with years of delay to multiannual/decadal cli-
mate changes, while the largest composite valley glaciers re-
spond uniquely to multidecadal/secular climate changes,
with dozens of years of delay. Therefore mountain glaciers
terminating on land, which are widely distributed and pre-
sent even at the equator, have long been considered as
proxies of climate changes, and reconstructions of their
fluctuations were among the first records used to unravel
the history of the Holocene climate (Davis & alii, 2009).
However glacier/climate interactions are quite complex
and differ from high to low latitudes and from humid to
arid regions. A large number of studies have been done to
disentangle the effects of the various climatic parameters
on present glaciers (e.g. Hoinkes, 1968; Kuhn, 1981; Ohmu-
ra & alii, 1992; Kaser, 2001, Winkler & alii, 2010) and an
even more large literature is growing on glaciers and cli-
mate change (e.g. Oerlemans, 2001, 2005; Zemp, 2006).
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